Differential effect of free intake versus oral perfusion of sucrose in conditioned taste aversion in rats.
Five experiments were designed to investigate LiCl-induced conditioned taste aversion (CTA) obtained in rats whether after free intake of a sucrose solution (active mode) or after forced administration through an intraoral cannula (passive mode). It was found in Experiment 1 that actively conditioned rats showed a slower extinction rate as revealed by repeated two-bottle tests (active testing) as opposed to passively conditioned ones. As these rats underwent a mode change between conditioning and testing, the differential extinction rate might have arisen from this change inducing a generalization decrement effect or acting as a contextual shift. In Experiment 2, no evidence for any generalization decrement was found. The possibility that the mode of sucrose delivery could have contextual properties in CTA through a "renewal test" after extinction and a latent inhibition experiment was further tested in Experiments 3 and 4. When active testing followed passive extinction, a CTA was afresh obtained in rats actively conditioned in active conditions. Latent inhibition was attenuated in rats preexposed in passive conditions and conditioned in active conditions (i.e., when a shift in the drinking mode occurred between preexposure and conditioning). In Experiment 5, intraoral perfusion was used in both groups. The active subjects had to nose poke for intraoral administration of sucrose. The yoked control passive subjects received simultaneously the same amount of sucrose. The levels of CTA differed also from the actively to the passively conditioned subjects. Results are discussed in terms of free intake activity acting as a contextual modulator of CTA.